
 

Blind Date (DVD and Gimmicks)by Stephen Leathwaite

Effect:

12 contestants (ALL MEN) are displayed, but this is a "Blind Date" so no faces
are shown yet! Just one is the perfect man for your lucky spectators "Blind
Date".

A Prediction is placed to one side.

A random number is created to select the spectators "Blind Date" for the evening.

All the potential suitors that where rejected are then shown, one by one, before
the chosen "Blind Date" is revealed to match the Prediction for a moment of
comedy gold!

Easy To learn
Easy To Perform
Instant Reset
Multiple Handlings
Guaranteed a Laugh and Possibly a Date....
Comedy Meets a Prediction Effect...

"Stephen's Blind Date trick is commercial, Very funny and I ACTUALLY found my
perfect match! Stephen and I are now married!" - Liam Montier

"So good I showed your mum and I scored!" - Wayne Goodman

"Blind Date" is a fun modern approach to magic if you want to make the ladies
laugh like crazy or even steal a kiss this is for you!" - Keiron Johnson

"Modern presentation and built in humor. Think Casanova meets conjuring... Do
yourself a favor and pick up a copy!" -Daniel Chard

"Stephen Leathwaite's Blind Date is a great Prediction effect. It's funny, has a
romantic approach, and will most likely get you a date. If not, they witnessed an
amazing piece of magic."- Fritz Alkemade, BlindDater

"Stephen has come up with a fun piece of magic that will bring screams of
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laughter to the close up Audience!" -Wayne Fox

"I love Stephen's way of thinking, Killer Reactions, this is a worker." - Titanas

"Very commercial, funny, and strong too. I will use this!" - Chris Congreave

"Blind Date" its cheeky practical And Funny, It will be going in to my Repertoire
immediately." - Paul Gordon
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